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tern, saying that, "Admissions says it chase_ Our student faculty ratio is
brings in the kind of student Purchase 13.5:1, while other state schools are
should have. But, is there enough of nearer to 22:1. In addition to the pres
that kind of student? Maybe we're ent student body we need another kind
appealing to a much too narrow pool." of student. If we dori't draw the stu
Siegel says that his ideological concern dents to improve our ratio the state is
is that "Purchase is a public institution. going to take !tnes from us and then
that's it."
Right now we are not open to all ."
At the February 26 meeting another
. At the February 26 meeting, Social
Science Professor Henry Etzkowitz has proposal was presented_ Psychology
expressed his support of the resolution. professor Richard Davidson suggested '
"Keep the senior project/field exam as that the junior field exam be made
an option, but realize that it is not optional by the discretion of the Board
appropriate for all students. I personally of Study with Senior Projects manda- .
feel it tends to narrow and makes stu tory for graduation.
dents specialize too early. For many it
Faculty and Administrative feedback
even constructs an exit barrier. Many on this issue is consistent on several
students fall into the trap of feeling they points_ Nathaniel Siegel said, "People
must produce this extensive, high qual leave, but they don't come here_ .. it's
ity work while only in the undergradu virtuaffy impossible for a student to
ate level. At present ' Purchase has transfer here." He adds that the junior
about 75 faculty members and yearly field exam is a _deterrent to attracting
9l'aduates about 150 seniors. This 2: 1 transfer students.
ratio is good for what we have now but it
For one faculty member the junior
is too narrow. It can not work for more field exam "is nothing without the con
students and Purchase needs more stu text of.a short term." Lee Ehrman could
dents... Let it be one of a couple of alter see field exams in the board of study
native paths ... there is more than one replaced by aDother model, for instance
way of doing quality work."
a qualifying exam.. Chris Grontkowski
Paul Steineck agrees: "We can offer "has no great love for the junior field
alternative pathways which are equally exam," b,?cause "it is not working well"
as rigorous . We have to remember not and "is not exciting." Frank Wads
. to confuse excellence with format. This worth, one of the College's founders,
and philsophy professor Christine
faculty does not need the format of claims, "it is no longer what it was
"by Virginia Schmitt
"
.. . "
Grontkowski who say they find it today to hug the same commitment to meant to be." Paul Steineck envisions
Attnbon IS a fact, asserts George unsound to instigate such vast curricu the College's programs_"
eleminating the junior field exam be
Haag,. PLlrchase's Researcher, and\ his lar revisions after an only superficial
"The E.P .e. in no way meant to cri cause it "disrupts the progress of the
assertIon has gone unchallenged.
study into the situation.
ticize the thesis. What we argued for is major," but he would like to see its
In his most recent report on attrition
"We have no hard data to prove that flexibility because flexible degree re strong points incorporated into the gen
dated January 22, 1980, Haag analyzed I there is any link between our academic quirements attract and hold students eral course work of those students
the relationship that the 488 students, . program and the school's general attri and we cannot survive unless these working towards a th~is~ ,
who left in the 197879 academic year tion rate," said Grontkowski .
other kinds oL students come to PurContinued on p. 3
shared with the college.
. Although the arts attrition rate is less
Three hundred sixty-nine of those than that for letters and science, this
TENURE:
who left came from the lower divisions does not mean that their programs are
of the school of letters and science fine adequate in their present condition.
arts and the Division: of Educational Certain divisions of The Arts have tre 
Opportunity (DEO), while 119 were mendous attrition rates, but are bal
from the upper divisions. The CollegE. anced by the statistics of the more
of Letters and Science lost 272 students stable programs (Also important to'
while the school of the Arts lost 150 and remember, is that a dissatisfied violinist Gary Mora.'
DEO 66.
has a much more limited sphere in
Changes in tenure' poliCYit~
which to transfer than a Humanities of this academic year remain a source
For College President Michael Ham
student who is frustrated by Purchase's of controversy. Although Dr. Lynne
mond, "the fact is that a lot of students
limited social life, weak advising system, Davidson's case has _peen resolved for
choose not to come to Purchase, and of
desolate dorms , or any other number of the moment, the similar cases of Carol
those who come, the majority leave."
problems).
Fried and Mel WOQg await the outcome
Though not everyone would agree
Siegel comments that, "a school is a of a review by the Chancellor's Advi
cOmpletely with that statement, many
Lynne Davidson
changing kind of thing ... and sometimes . sory Committee, and a "step two" gre
areas of the College have begun to
the changes have to be made on vance appeal. All thre¢ faculty mem the administration: "I am extremely
Wldergo self-analysis and redefinition in
hunches." Some of the "hunches" bers were denied tenure last August.
grateful to the faculty and students who
hopes of altering the downward trend .
. ~nder consideration include r~-e~aluaFor Davidson, who was recom gave such unrelenting support to me .
Vice President of Academic Affairs tiong the merits of the junior field exam, - mended tenure by her faculty review Also, the union United University Pro
Nathaniel Siegel fully supports the senior theses, clusters, evaluations, committee then denied it by College fessionals (UUP) deserves praise for
President Michael Hammond, the ques the tremendous work they do in helping
movement: "Affairs at this sch~~l don 'i- and admission policies.
have tel run the way someone dreamed
On February 27, Natural Science tion of tenure has been effectively post the Purchase grievants. However, a
them up ten years ago." Siegel was professor Paul Steineck proposed an poned. This occurred in January when successful 'fight' is the responsibility of
appointed to his position by Hammond open faculty Educational Policies Com
Hammond made use of a loophole in each grievant. It was in no way a clear
at the beginning of last semester.
mit tee (E.P.e.) meeting, designed to the SUNY Trustees' Guidelines which and total victory, but it was an honora
While no one has refuted Siegel's elicit student reaction to a proposal that disallowed three years of Davidson's ble resolution. At this time, given the
statement, concern has been ex- Purchase offer a four year liberal arts seven-year term of probation, and budget crisis, it is imperative that we
pressed on campus regarding curricu- program without the field exam and removed the grounds for grievance. (the faculty) all support the union to
lar changes, leaving many letters and senior thesis as an option to the existing She was then reappointed for a three protect each other."
Davidson is not permitted by law to
year term as an assistant professor, and
science students and faculty to wonder program .
why their part of the College seems to
President Hammond chose not to will be reviewed again for tenure in two comment publicly at this time about the
be the target of most of the cuts. Repre- comment on the issue, stressing that years. Davidson said that the ten-year sex discrimination suit she has filed with
sentative of the letters and science "this debate is entirely within the old probationary period in a junior posi the State Human Rights Commission
faculty was the concern expressed by faculty," and that he does not "want to tion is "certainly not good for my against the College. The suit alleges
that the policy of not "tenuring in" a
Acting Dean ·of Humanities Frank create any administrative pressure _"
morale."
Wadsworth (a former administrator)
Siegel supports the two-track sysDavidson also said of her challenge to
Continued on p . 2
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EDITORIAL

Mt. Vernon -Van,
An U nreliabl~
Deathtrap?

Perhaps the strangest paradox of all concerning the Purchase student.
in the face of all the curriculum changes supported by administration and
faculty is that though he would hate to see formats like the junior field
exam and senior project placed in a different academic context or
abolished completely, he is really not too concerned.
That is because the student who comes to Purchase and finally elects
to stay has got to be a Hghter. This "true" Purchase student knows that it
really does not matter what a format dictates or what any rule commands
because he simply refuses to graduate from Purchase without achieving
his academic goals . If field exams are abolished and this "survivor" wants
to create one, he will figure out a way to do so and do it.
This is the same stwdent who entered Purchase as a freshman or
transfer and was blinded by the bogus delusion that his college would feel
a' responsibility to meet his advising, housing and social needs . But this
fantasy died even before he had a chance to take off his little colored
orientation bracelet.
PAC? CCS? Interdisciplinary? Alienated,the freshman stumbled up to
his advisor's door laden with insecurities and questions.· And nine times
out of ten the advisor would gaze at t.his newcomer with compassion,
glance at his watch and remember the seventeerYor so other advisees
still with appointments scheduled for the afternoon. Ten to twelve min·
utes later the confused student finds himself alone in a hallway ~Iutching
his first regist.J:qtion form. Of course the length of the registration line
shocks and waiting on it is hell. Why does everyone else seem so
confident and relaxed? Real panic begins to smother the student when
the operator at the computer terminal announces that the philosophy
class he wanted is closed; Sick of the hassle and afraid to repeat the
torturOl.ls procedure, the operator's advice flies past· deaf ears as the
student desperately looks for any course to fill the void. "Chemistry... 1
- hate science but I hate this line more." Before he knows it the student is
registered for a class he hates. It is not a good beginning. Some never
recover from this hurcile that confronts them during their very first week.
But some do survive.
And they are the students who probably came to Purchase this
September expecting a single room and instead found strangers just as
surprised to greet the "third" roommate. As the ones who can still
muster some enthusiasm when it comes to being roused from slumber
four times in one evening for fire drills. What about the students who
were not made awar.e that their room had a leak and returned to their
room one stormy day to see all their books, or worse yet, sentimental
momentos from home, ruined?
The social life. Fill in the blanks with your own horror stories.
The "real" Purchase student has surmounted each of these hurdles
and someway learned how to make Purchase click for him. There are
letters and science students in the professional arts classes, and some
arts students have figured out ways to wiggle into the good letters and
science courses. The "survivors" have a knack of getting what they want
and are willing to fight for it. They quic,kly acquire a good acivisor or
demand guidance from anyone they feel j§ equipped to help them figure
out how to make Purchase work .
And they soon learn the secret. You cannot let Purchase happen to
you. You have to actively pursue your education. Maybe all the hurdles
are part of the master plan. Who else but a "fighter" or a "survivor"
would be spellbound by the idea of completing a field exam or theses.
All the other obstacles tend to attain some meaning in the context of
the whole academic format. Only the "survivors" of the nebulous first
two years are strong enough to face the challenge that the upper division
of Purchase offers and they realize the virtues of the struggle and why
they fought so hard to stay here. Without the unique challenges that
Purchase offers junior and senior year, the chaotic mess of what consti·
tutes the lower division here has no meaning. Why put up with this mess
if there is organization elsewhere?
A quote from the Middle States Association Evaluation Exam Report
which accredited Purchase in 1976. "Some of the work in senior projects
is quite outstanding." Why shouldn't it be?
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To the editors:
On November 8 ,
~
.
1979 I arrived at the Co-op in
: •. :1~
".'
Mount Vernon at 8 a .m. About '
'" • ,!'I' . . .
., : '"
seven other students were
waiting. We waited until 8:45
when I called the Student twenty five dollars per semes· lem. Nothing has improved;
Activities office to eQquire ter. An added two hundred and the administration insists on
about the drivers who did not thirty dollars brings the grand mismanaging public funcls and
arrive. Kristen, who monitors total up to two hundred and endangering the lives of stu·
the van service, was not in yet; fifty five dollars per semester.
dents. Sincerely,
she does not usually get in until Originally it was. only fifty dol
Deborah Williams
ten. We were told that the keys 'lars a semester from Mount
were checked out the night Vernon to Purchase. Patrick
before and they 'assumed' the Coughlin said he withdrew the
An Appeal For
drivers were on their way. We service from Mount Vernon
gave them the number where because it cost thirty thousand
Integration
we could be reached so that we dollars last year. The students '
could be informed if anything are not responsible for driver
To the Editors:
had happened to the drivers. and . administrat{veincompe'
Ignorance played an impor·
We also called the ConRaii sta
·tence. Included in last years
tant
part in the way I observed
tion, where other students usu
debits was an accident with the
ally. wait,and found that they black van caused by its lack of people while mingling at
were also waiting. At 9: 15 one snow tires,and the bald tires it WNAS. An undeniable fact
about our school is the lack of
of the drivers showed up. His regularly uses. On the cost
excuse was that he had over- . tally sheet even the pole that integration, aside from Letters
and Science and The Arts.
slept, which he usually does. got knocked down and 'admi
We arrived at the CCN parking nistrative overhead' got a place Segregation between black
lot at 9 :55, an hour late for class on the books. After meeting and white people cannot be dis·
regarded. Sure it exists allover
and work. The inconsistency of with Mr Coughlin and enquir
the drivers and the irresponsi
ing why we were still using the the world, but at a small college
bility of Student Activities in same black-van which was put like Purch'ase it's silly to place a
dealing with the van runs are down as totally wrecked and barrier between the color of
skin.
costing the students unneces
needing replacing in the item
At WNAS, black people, asa
sary anxiety and taking time ized budget,the van service
majority
stay towards the back
away from class and work.
was reinstated. It remains,
The van, when it does come, however, grossly mismanaged. of the dance floor and huddle in
a large group around the sides.
is grossly overcrowded be
White people are usually near
cause only one at a time
When it was decided that
the steps, while there is a gentle
comes. Students have to ride the Mount Vernon Co-op Col
mixture of both in the Pub.
with the. doors secured with a lege would be moved to Pur
I believe segregation is due
rope because the doors have chase there' was -a lot of
to the non-acceptance of
not been repaired. No single controversy about that deci
another individivals' culture. If
monitor is responsible for this sion. It was stated in the Presi
service. The drivers are sys· dents message, ·"The college we're to get a well-rounded
education,we're missing some·
tematically absent; one is al
has committed itself to making
thing by letting the color of our
ways 'sick' and the other it possible for those students to
skins
separate us.
oversleeps. According to the solve any transportation or
procedures during the 78-79 ; child care problems that might
Sincerely,
se'mester year: 'A student must otherwise interfere with their
Dina Artzt
have a marked I.D. to use the 'continued education... T rans
van; those who have not paid portation is the key here of
The Editors of The LoiUJ
and have no identifying marks course, but then transporta
welcom~ your opinions.
on their I.D. cards will not be tion is an integral part of many
A II letters must be signed,
entitled to use the van ... Driv
of our difficulties at Purchase.
and include the writer's
ers will have a list of those stu
We must give this problem high
bo~andlor phone number.
dents who paid and are asked priority in the coming years".
Names will be withheld at
to check the I.D., as well as ,The college recieves money for
tht:, discretion of the EditOrs,
note down the number of rid
Letters must not exceed two
the students probably from the
ers for each trip in each van' . State Government to operate
typ~d, double-spaced pages
in length. OfFinions ex
This procedure is not carried the service properly. Yet they
pres,sed in the letters section
out. We ride in overcrowded
con-tiTl.ue to carry out the ser
are
nol nece$sarily those o.f
and unhealthy conditions. The
vice po'orly. WHY? The stu
the Editors. PleMe 'send all
vans leak profusely in bad .dents have paid their fees
corresp.ondence to the Load
weather and have no snow
promptly; they alert the person
office, CCS 0028.
tires; a condition which con· .in charge when there is a prob·
tributed to an accident with the
against tenure for Wong and
black van.
Fried, saying that it would
. In the beginning
cause "stagnation" in the div~
of the 79·80 semester the van Continued from p. 1
ision. The SUNY Trustees"
-service from Mount Vernon to
Purchase was withdrawn. It A board of study was not .guidelines on tenure advis
was 'decided' that the van observed in the case of a male consideration of the recom
,should be routed to Rye . This economics professor who like mendations of academic emplo·
Davidson, was the only 'yees, including I committees,
decision was not formally con
veyed to the students,who member of his board of study but leaves the decision of who:
leventually found out by word without tenure . in spite of this is "best qualified" to the colle
tenure was granted to him.
president. Fried and Wong:
of mouth. They recieved offi
have declined to comment
:cial notice, in unsealed enve
Mel Wong and Carol Fried of, . publicly. Represinting them ini
lopes, less than two weeks
the
Dance Division were both this matter is the UUP, whic~
before the start of classes. This
made it impossible to arrange denied tenure in August by has stated in its newsletter
any sort of practical transpor . Hammond after positive State of the Union, that Ham1
tation . Mount Vernon students recommendations by divisional mond's new tenure policy i~
were once again being held review and personnel policies "arbitrary and capricious,"and
back from normal academic committees. Their grievances "represents a general assault
studies. Students would have protest the fact that then dean on tenure at the College.'"
to take the ConRail to Rye and Jacques d'Amboise wrongly Mary Edwards of the UUP
added that recommendations
take the van from there. The prejudiced Hammond's deci
sion which they say could have from the Chancellor's Advi
cost to students would be out
rageous. The van from Rye is been based soley on the review sory Committee would be
process. D'Amboise spoke out forthcoming in several weeks .

!:~-f¢:;

.STAFF

Pamela Abrams, Ed Altman, Virginia Attile, Bill
Bierwerth, David Bassuk, Suzanne Cascio, Richard
Clarkson, Poo Poo Pants DuQuette, Bert. Fink, Ney
Fonseca Jr., Liz Gross, Joanne Helfand, Beth
King, Brian Kurzius, Beth Lewis, Donna McMann
Trish Murray, Gary Moran, Eric 'Claibourne'
Nagourney, David Olivenbaum, Debbie Patterson
Kyra Sahasrabudha, Virginia Schmitt, Susan
. Schonberg, Liz Shaw, Jim Spione, Susan Stein, .
Novelette Stewart, Amy Tebo, et al.

LETTERS
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VIEWPOINT:

"Sol Ult i·ons"
Spa·rk
Debate
Continued from p. 1

"The junior field exam has
been a farce for five years,"
claims Lee Schlesinger. "It is
too diverse among the Col
lege's Boards of Study and has
degenerated into a checklist
which defines a major. .. which
is lousy."
For Schlesinger, the issue of
whether to retain annual for
mats like the junior field exam
and senior thesis is almost phi
losophical. "What they are isn't
important, but what they
represent to Purchase is. The
formats under question are a
resistance that has never
allowed us to get off easy.. .1

'The junior field
exam has been a
farce for five years_'
wonder if we'll be tempted to
take that opportunity if it's
possible."
Other faculty members do
not share this anxiety. John
Gitltz is certain that "double
tracking would not weaken our
education." Siegel says with
assurance that "it will not
cheapen the diploma," and
stresses the importance of a
college remaining flexible.
Hammond approaches the
question as an experiment.
"There's nothing lost by trying
different strategies ..let's have a
dual track for a test period_ ..if
no one chooses the other track
we'l return to what we have."
Many faculty do not share
this view. Lee Schlesinger sees
possibilities of double tracking
"changing the definition of
learning here.. .it could bring us
back to an SAT's model of fil
ling in the blanks where learn
ing loses its meaning as an
active, synthetic, imaginative
act." It is this "distinctiveness"
that Frank Wadsworth is com
mitted .to maintain. Chris
Grontkowski looks at the
SUNY system and sees "only
one Purchase," and "doesn't
want to lose the one we've
got."
President Hammond is
"tired of the attitude here that
the rest of the State University
is lousy and we're so special
and nice." Siegel echoes this,
''To what extent does Pur
chase make itself precious?"
This philosophical difference

between the faculty and admin
istration·is what makes format
changes so unsettling for
many. Purchase without junior
field exams or a two-track sys
tem would still be Purchase as
'long as the school's philosophy
remained intact. But has it?
Another area of Purchase
where much re-evaluation and
restructuring is occurring is
within the Admissions Office.
Purchase's original Admissions
policy here was different from
that of other SUNY schools.
For letters and science appli
cants there are two applica
tions to be completed. The Sl
form is the general SUNY
application. It is a fill in the
blank form that is sent to
Albany. The other application
is more personal. It requires
completion of essays and is
sent directly to Purchase.
Another important component
of the Purchase Admissions
process is a personal interview.
This interview is strongly
recommended for all would-be
students.
Given the attrition rate at
Purchase, and the impending
state budget cuts, Hammond
and Siegel consider the present
admission process a "luxury,"
expeciaHy since it is structured
to automatically reject anyone
who does not bother to submit
the second Purchase essay
application.
Hammond believes, "We
cannot afford to be ignoring
applicants who indicate an
interest in Purchase." Alfred
Hunt, dean of lower division
students, agrees, "the problem '
starts with admissions."
Facultywhosupport this view
include Paul Steineck and
Henry Etzkowitz.
Siegel is confident that his
perceptions are correct. "If a
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The New Curriculum

, E' N
by ric agourney

he never "understood" the field
exam.
For that matter one need
only remember ~ck to the
middle of last semester when a
top administrator answered a
query about the future of the
' field exam. His response, which
was "off the record," gave
,some inkling of what was to
come.

For my part, I'll just make
one suggestion. If the adminis
tration is really concerned about
not losing students to the attri
tion rate, then it should serious
Iy reconsider the rule recently
put out by the Housing depart
ment requiring students to
leave their rooms during fire
alarms or face punishment.
The notice announcing the rule
,said that the housing staff will
randomly (or is it arbitrarily?)
pick.a hall during alarms, and
not allow students to return to
their rooms until each one has
been searched for hideaways.
To my mind, that's probably
not a good idea. The mo~e stu
dents you make go out m the
' halls, and the longer you keep
them there, the more likely .it is
that some of them are Just
going to drift away out into the
cold, cold night.

Faced with a 75 percent attri
tion rate that seems settled in
for a long winter, Purchase
faculty and administrators have
been scrambling over each
other like kids at ,a Who con
. cert, seeing who can outdo
whom at dismantling the col
lege's curriculum.
The new educational philo
sophy will not be engraved in
stone over the library entrance,
"Look at the field exam," he
but if it were, it might go some
said. "It's falling apart. And I
thing like this: Get Them In. 'don't have to do a thing." A
little false modesty on his part, I
Keep Them In. Get Them Out.
think.
'
The rallying cry has been given,
I ~nd the troops, wary of impend- ' Of course the "options" game
!j mg SUNY retrenchm~nt ~nd
(i.e. optional fields and theses)
job losses, have fallen mto Ime doesn't have to stop here, nor
I admirably. Academic pro.grams
will it. The next option which
, are no longer to be conSIdered has garnered a fair amount of
support among the campus'
primarily in terms of their edu
emerging cognoscenti is going
cational value-or even lack
thereof-but will be evaluated
to be that of grades instead of
pass-fail-honors evaluations. And
as if they were so many televi
the next option after that, if
sion shows; who does it offend?
Vice President for Academic
How many "viewers" will we
I ?
Aff·
~
GRE
GRE LSAT·
ose.
. aIrs N at S·lege I has h·IS .way,
PSYCH.MCAT
GRE •BID
WIll be to make the opttonal
GMAT. OAT. OCAT • PCAT
And so we find the faculty admissions interviews so op
VAT. MAT. SAT. TOEFL
soon to vote on a new "two tiona I that they will-"pooJ!"-NAT'L MEO BOS
ECFMG • FLEX. VQE
track" graduation system (not disappear. (And if Hammond
has his way, the additional
NOB • NPB I • NLE
,
to be confused with the "Track
~-tt
Two" system, which is another iadmissions application with estechnique for dealing with a says that Purchase requires of
E~~s~Ap~~~~r~~o~Es~!~i~listS·
,.
d
·11
Since 1938
growth problem). The idea,
prospecttve stu ents WI go
For information. Please Call:
which was espoused as far
the same route.)
t7/tf-9I(r--lg.tJ~
back as the beginning of last
semester by College President
Michael Hammond in an inter
view, is to create two ways for
.
Th. load offe~. iDexpeaeiYe, quality
students to graduate from Pur
type.ettiag
eemea. There are 7 familia of
chase. One is to take the cur
typ~; 27_foDt•. Call 253-5578.
rent program; 120 credits plus
a junior field exam and a senior
thesis. The other, at first glance
perhaps a little less difficult, is
to take 120 credits ... no field, no
thesis .

MPIAff·

ITired af Le trase t

?I

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
IMM8)IATE RESULTS

President Hammond is
·tired of the attitude
here that the rest ofthe
State University is lo
usy and we're so
special and nice_'
student goes to a decent high
school and has a 90 percent
average and wants to come to
Purchase, how much more
does the essay tell you? Stu
dents who would come here
intending not to complete a
thesis are not dumb. It just
would not be their style."
Justification for changing the
profile of what constitutes the

The benefits of such a sys
tem are oovious. Many faculty
members and administrators
. have long theorized that the
field and the thesis have held
their own all too well in the
college-wide competition to
drive students off the campus
in frustration. They have also
talked about the problems
third year transfer students
have when they come. Yet with
one clean stroke, these and
other rdated maladies can be·
done with, once and for all.
Besides, said Hammond in a
recent interview, if it doesn't
work, we can always change it
back; this from a pl'esident who
has repeatedly remarked that

ABORTiON
• Special, reasonable fees for students
• Personal and confidentiat care by
experienced and licensed gynecologists

. ,ALL· WOMEN'S ~EALTH SERVICE

t

A Complete Outpatient Facility
CALL 914-946-0050

Hot Une: 946-0548
Suburban Medical Arts Bldg.
280 Dobbs Ferry Road (100 B)
White Plains, New York
Mon-Sat by appt.
,/I(~"::~~;.".';:!."",, '"UP.40 FOR FURTHER REFERENCE

.s._ ,

Continued on p. 5

TYPING SERVICE
Reports

Resumes

Papers

TYPING MILL, Inc.
199 Main Street, White Plains, N.Y.
Sylvia Zola

1~uesday

Night Live

Come and enjoy the Museum's exhibitions and collection.
Coffee will be served Tuesday evenings 5- 8

PM

997-7440
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Disaster '80: The Campaign Trail
By Blair Schirmer
Match the candidate to the
appropriate paragraph:
1) George Bush
2) Jimmy Carter
3) Ronald Reagan
4) Edward Kennedy
5) Gerald Ford
A) This candidate once hid
under the seat of his car after
being pulled over by a traffic
cop for speeding. Thrown out
of college for cheating on an
exam, he has failed for years to
get what he considers to be an
essential piece of legislation out
of committee.
B) Former Nixon campaign
manager and failed Texan poli·
tician , he considers nuclear
war 'survivable'. He has des
cribed SOcial Security as "Iar
.~gely a welfare program."
C) Because of public uproar,
this candidate recently apolig
ized for saying the following :
"How do you tell the Polish one
at a cockfight? He's the one
with the duck. How do you tell
the Italian? He bet on the duck.
How do you know the Mafia is
there? The duck wins."

.

D) He has said "I am pre
pared to declare war." While
failing to keep a single major
campaign promise, during his
presidency the price of gas
doubled, inflation tripled to 15
percent, and one of his plans
include an 1800 troop "deploy
ment force"with the idea that
should they be wiped out in
combat, the use of nuclear
weapons would follow.
E) 'This candidate has been
described by a member of his
family as being "the least
imaginative man I have ever
met."
-

Kennedy crushes
Carter in Massachus
setts.Carter crushes
Kennedy in Vermont
•

•

1#

_

Senator Edward Kennedy, as
expected, defeated President
Carter in his home state of
Massachussetts by
better
than two to one ratio . Gover
nor Jerry Brown of California
finished a distant third with 6
percent of the vote. A Kennedy
victory was considered essen -,
tial to his quest for the nomina
tjo n ? nd· the large margin of

a
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victory is hoped by staffers to
rejuvenate Kennedy's flagging
campaign. Aides are less opti
mistic about his loss by a three'
to one ratio in Vermont to Car
ter. Vermont, along with the
rest of New England, was pre
viously considered a Kennedy
stronghold, aI'ld two months
, ago Carter had all but con
ceded a Kennedy victory there .
While the Vermont vote is not
binding on delegates (who will
be chosen later at the state
. convention), party leaders are
expected to adhere fairly close
ly to the voters preferen.ce.

~are excellent in Illinois on

Baker Out, Stassen
Hanging In

In a March 5 press confer
ence in Washington, Howard
Baker, Jr. Senate Majority
Leader from Tennessee, an
nounced the withdrawal of his
candidacy. Citing his fourth
place finishes in both the Mas
sachusetts and Vermont prim
aries, Baker said of his with
drawal, "I don't like to do it, but
it's pretty clear this campaign
isn't going anywhere."
Meanwhile, Harold Stassen,
perennial candidate for the
Republican nomination, told
Anderson Surprisingly reporters he was encouraged
Strong in Massachusetts by the 90 votes he received out
and Vermont Primaries 'of a possible 58,000 in the Ver
mont primary. "I will continue
Illinois congressman John to carry my message to the
Anderson stunned the pundits people of this country," he
March 4 with his second-place said :
finishes in both the Massachu
setts and Vermont primaries.
Narrowly beaten in both con
tests by . Bush and Reagen
respectively , Anderson's- suc
cess was in part due to regis
tered Independent voters who
were allowed to participate in
the Republic~m primaries un
der this years rule. Anderson
throughout his campaign had
stressed his need for Independ
lent support.
. In Vermont, Reagan held on
,to the thirty percent share he
~garnered in 1976 when he lost
heavily to Gerald Ford in a two
man race, while Bush with 22
percent and Anderson with 29
:percent of the vote split 50-50
among Republican voters poll
ed. Anderson was edged out by
Bush in Massachusetts as the
How It Looks:
ballots were being count
The Democrats
d, with Reagan finishing a very
close third. In a speech to sup
porters, Anderson said of his
Barring a major faux pas by
unexpected success, "there is
nothing that astonishes men so either candidate, the c~mpaign
much as common sense and will go something like this: Car
plain dealing . We tried first and ter whips Kennedy's ass March
11 in Alabama, Florida, and
foremost to make this a cam
paign of ideas. We are going to Georgia, but growing resist
carry that same message and ance to Carters militaristic poli~
same campaign across the cies keeps Kennedy in the
race. Should the hostages in
country."
Anderson has decided not to Iran be released, attention will
challenge Reagan in the South revert to domestic affairs, and
ern States, where Reagan is with inflation running at 18 per·
expected to win without diffi 'cent, gasoline going to a dollar
culty; bypassing the Alabama, fifty a gallon, and interest rates
continuirig to climb, Carter will
Florida, and Georgia primar
be vulnerable in the industrial
ies, Anderson has chosen in
states where unemployment is
stead to concentrate his ener
gies in his home state of llIinois, on the increase. Expect Ken
the vote there to ta ke place nedy to run strongly in the
industrial st ates. His chances
March 18.

March 18. He has the support
of Chicago mayor Jane Byrne,
and Illinois is the home state of
liberal Republican John Ander- ·
son. A win there by Anderson
may well carry Kennedy to vic
tory on a tide of liberal sentime
nt, Jerry Brown' continues to
be a question mark. In spite of
· his poor showings in the prim
aries, he has vowed to remain
in the race, saying, "We'll bitch
hike to the convention if we
have to." If he survives until the
California primary, where th~
•single largest block of dele
gates for a single state is up for
_ grabs, a Brown victory there
could well keep Carter from
· winning the convention on the
first ballot. Under the conven
tion rules, if there is a no winner
on the first ballot, some of the
· delegates are freed from their
commitments to a given candi
date, opening the way for
Kennedy to recover from his
losses in ' the early and South
ern primaries.

his three opositions in order to
attract middle-of-the-road Re
publicans, he is a newcomer to
national politics, lacking Rea·
gan's long-established conser·
vative support in California and
the South.
John Anderson's second·
place finishes in Massachusetts
and Vermont are encouraging,
and aides say campaign contri·
butions have doubled over·
night. But Anderson is a liberal '
at heart, and his strength lies
mainly in the north and nor~hw·
est. He has conceded the
South to Reagan, and his only
real chance lies in a split in the
southern states between Rea·
gan and Bush. This, coupled to
a strong showing by Anderson
in New York, Illinois, and Cali·
fornia, might let him enter the
Republica'n ' convention with
enough delegates to keep Rea
gan from winning in the first
round of voting.

Ford

~ay

Run

Hinting to reporters that he
was available to run for the
Republican nomination in 1980,
former President Gerald Ford
constructed a parallel between
his own possibilities, and John
Anderson's strong showings in
the Massachusetts and Ver
mont primariaes, saying "I find
it encouraging that a candidate
can come out of relatively
, nowhere 'to win a major indus·
. trial state (Anderson in fact fin
ished a close second in both
contests) .
A decision is expected soon
from Ford, who admits that by
so far avoiding the primaries,
. he mU$t "run from behind, and
run strongly," if he expects to
win.

How It Looks:
The Republicans

Forget John Connaly. It 's
tough, running a blatantly pro·
business campaign these days,
and being a close friend of
Nixon doesn't help.
Forget Phillip Crane, who's
showing his face in anticipation
of the 1984 election, and has
been getting the he's-so-hano
some vote.
Forget Howard Baker, who .
announced his withdrawal March

5.
Which leaves Anderson, Bush,
Reagan, and Ford. After losing
heavily to Reagan in New
Hamp.shire, Bush is in deep
trouble . The problem is that
there just isn't much difference
between the two. Both are
hard line conservatives. Both
are staunch supporters of busi·
ness, and the military-industrial
complex. Both are against gun
control, forced busing, and
large tax cuts as a means of
coping with inflation, while
Bush has attempted to modify

So It Goes,
.Goes,
Goes...
Ladies, and Gentlemen,
'Ronald Reagan ...
During a February press con·
ference , Reagan said "time and
again we have seen the Sup·
reme court override public
opinion concerning school pra·
yer , forced busing, (and) the
treatment of criminals." He then

- - -- - -

- - - - - - - - - --

_.
promised to appoint Justices who
"reflect the values and morals of
the American majority."
Someone 'ought to tell Reagan that America's highest
court was established on a by·
Presidential· appointment· only
basis precisely to insulate the
justices as much as possible
from the influence of public

OpInIOn, The Supreme Court
was established to interpret the
Constitution, not to reflect the
majority view. I think of the
courts then unpopular anti·
segregation ruling in Brown vs.
The Board of Education (1954)
that helped end de facto racist
"separate·but·equal" laws com·
mon in the South. Could that
decision have been reached by
a Reagan·appointed court?
Reagan's message to the ,
poor is clear: Fuck you. His
plan to cut taxes 30 percent ·
. over the next three years
' includes an end to federal fund·
. ing of a abortions for poor
women . He favors an end to all
controls on energy and agricul·
ture prices, He favors reinstitu·
tion of the draft. Reagan has
bad news for womeri, too. He is
fervently opposed to the Equal
Rights Amendment. Something
for everyone.

------

"SOLUTION"
.Continued from p. 3

'Purchase studen't - lies in the
·assumption that the attrition
rates reflect the fact that there
just might not be enough
potential Purchase students
around. "We're limiting our·
· selves," says Siegel'.
In a February 27, 1979,
memo to Hammond, Deborah
Belsky (the Director of Admis·
sions who has s.ince resigned),
: proposed an admissions stra·
: tegy targeted to out of state
! applicants as well as New York
· area residents. "Purchase has
· had an ever increasing percen·
· tage of single applicants and an
inordinate number of appli·
cants who set Purchase not
within the context of SUNY
schools as a whole, but rather
in the context of the small pri·
I

~~~~~~~ - - - - - - - -

--

THEY STAND

HOW
Carter

5

vate liberal arts Colleges . P~;ch~se.
.
W~ re not Purchase If we
throughout the country or the '
private conservatories in the conceIve a student as the
arts."
numerical sum of his achieve·
.
ments."
The 1979 freshmaR letters
Maybe it is the student, not
and science class reflects the clusters, junior field exams,
beginnings of the growth of this senior thesis, evaluations, who
trend . Out of state and foreign finally states the argument
students comprised 15.4 per- best. "I am Purchase, what I do
cent of the class, while 7.2 were here is what makes Purchase
from upstate,' 17.5 from Nas· important. I am working on my
sau and Suffolk counties, 26.6 field exam now and I've been
from New York City and 33.3 thinking about my thesis since
from Westchester/ Rockland. Freshman year and I am learn·
While Admissions commits it· ing. That's why I've stayed .. .
self to making Purchase nation· the social life sucks, housing is
.ally known, Al Hunt reflects the horrendous, there no where to
Administration's position: "we i go, I can't believe that armed
have to attract more commun· Harrison police dragged my
ity residents."
friends across rocky pavement"
. Lee Schlesinger finds it cru· last year .. . but I am here and I
cial that the faculty (who read make this place work for me."
essays and Admissions folders)
Lee Schlesinger, has his own
retain "the luxury of turning perspective on this,issue: "The
down a student who isn't right dayJ can come' here and teach '
for Purchase" because "not a class half asleep is the day I
every good student is good for pack up and go home."

Kennedy

Anderson

Brown

Reagan

Bush

Ford
,~ 1

I

•

E.R.A.

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

Hedging

YES
-

I

BUSING

YES
~

NUCLEAR
ENERGY
OTHER
FORMS OF
ENERGY

INFLATION

~

•
!.'"

*'"

YES

YES
.~

1~. ~-:-_ ~

j,

Unknown
-

Nuclear Energy is es
sential to U.S. ener
gy self sufficiency."

Severely limit Iicen
sing; phase out exist·
ing plants where pos·
sible.

No new licensing;
phase out all exist·
ing plants.

Deregulated oil and
natural gas prices to
stimulate production.
Limited exploration
of solar and thermal
power.

Opposed oil and gas
dereguiation. Favors
gasoline rationing and
exploration of other
sources.

Extensive use of solar
wind and geo·thermal
power.

Inflation tripled sin
ce he came to office
in 1976.

" '.

.

-

..

...................

Severely limit the lic
sing, phase out exist
ing plants where pos·
sible.

. -

'.

1

.

..

.......,.-~

-

."

I

.

.

-

~

-

.¢;i@]

"Nuclear power is es·
sential to U.S. self·
sufficiency. "

"Nuclear power is
necessary. "

,

-

.

-

I

-I,

~

"We cannot survive
without nuclear powt

er,n

.

Remove all gov. controis. Alternate forms
where profitable.

50(1: a gallon gas tax
• to force conservation.

YES

NO

NO

Remove all govern·
ment controls.

No change in present
policy.
~

I

Fa',!Ors wage and price
controls.

Favors constitutional
: amendment to balan·
ce the budget.

Some tax cuts. Relax
reg. of business with
out hurting the envir·
onment.

Eliminate regulation
of business to stirn·
ulate productivity.

Reduce regulation
of business to stimu
late productivity ~

SAME

. '

20% tax cut.

DEFENSE

Favors increasing
budget by 100 billion
to 250 billion by 1985.

"I will cut defense
spending_" Opposes
the draft.

Modest increases.
Opposes the draft.

Favors Draft.

Modest increases.

Double the budget by
1985.

j

"Increase as neces
sary." .?

SAME

.
I

l

HEALTH

CARE

Favors Nat'l plan.

Favors comprehen·
sive national plan.

UNKNOWN

YES

.'

YES
:

GUN
CONTROL

NO

Favors registration
of serial numbers not
owners names.

Cut government
involvement.

No change in present
helth care policy.

SAME

.

-

ABORTION

No change in present
health care policy.

YES

''I am pro-choice."

Supports the registration of handguns.

NO

NO

NO'

NO
(except in last
trimester.)

~

.



NO

NO

-

NO
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Quaker Meetings:
"'-1 Friends Meeting House, 10:30 am.
"'-1

$

WEEKLY WEEKLY WEEKLY

WEEKLY WEEKLY WEEKLY

Aikido: Studio room, Gym. 7

Gymnastics Intermurals: 4-5:30
V.A.V.A. meetings:
V.A. Perception Lab 4 pm.

INTERNATIONAL FILM SERIES: Hum. Aud.
I
7:30 and 10 pm.
8 pm.

>
~

MGM .RETROSPECTIVE:

H~m. Aud.7:3.0 and 10 pm.

Free Coffee House: CCS 9 pm.

"'-1
"'-1

Aikido, 8:30 pm.

TUESDAY

MONDAY

SUNDAY

$

NEUBERGER MUSEUM
Hours;
Tuesday
11:00 •. m . . 8:00 p.m .
Wednesday , Thursday & Friday II :00 a.m . . 5:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m. ·5:00 p.m .
Saturday & Sunday
OUT FROM HIDING / LOANS.
PURCHASES, GIFTS
through May 4th
AFRICAN IMAGES / SYMBOLS OF POWER
through September 21st
THE SPIRIT OF CONSTRUCTIVISM
through September 21st

\

JUAN GRIS AND PIERRE REVERDY ,
A CUBIST COLLABORATION
through March 30th .
HIDDEN DESIRES ! A MAJOR ACQUISITION
.
March 9 - June 15
Lunch Hour Tours

Every Thursday,

.c

~ .

11 :30 am · 1:30 pm ·

<n

~

~

iii

Discussion: Fine Arts vs. Com
mercial Photography;

'Viva La Muerte'

Hu~son

River Museum, 2 pm.

19

18

17

16

Lecture: Urbanization of Sub
urbia; 5.5. Aud., 8 pm.

PEARL HARBOR and THE EXPLOS
IONS, My Fathers Place

THE GOOD RATS, My Fathers Place
(516)251-8700

It}

WILLIE DIXON, The, Lone Star

DELBERT MCCLINTER, The Lone

Place

Star, 242-1664

26

23
YO YO MA With The Purchase College

'The Informer',Manhattanville

OfChestra, Theatre A, 8 pm.

Operation Paper-Sail, Unique

Star

items & artwork for sale. Hud

RICHIE HAVENS, The Bottom Line

son River Museum.

228-7880

'Merce Cunningham ;
a documentary',

Hall

30
THE GUESS WHO,
My Father'S

Place

'The Last Picture Show'
Man hattanville

The Beacon TheatreJ
10_ am.-3:30 pm.
982-6520

GEORGES SANTANA, The Lone Star

PAUL HORN & FLORESTA, The Bot
tom Line

"

@d)&~~~~

~[18 ·

WEEKLY'WEEKLY WEEKLY

WEEKLY WEEKLY WEEKLY

Uninstructed life drawing:
Third floor V.A., 7-9 pm.

Purchase Bible FeUowship:
Fireside Lounge, 7:30-9

{;)

41

~

WEEKLY WEEKLY WEEKLY ~

~

~

. PURCHASE AIM SERIES: Hum. Aud. ,7, 9, and 11

,Gymnastics Intermurals: 7:30

.\Heliotrope and Puce
Aoating Open House:
Locations to ~. announced, 4-6 pm.

. LOAD Meetings: CCS 0028, 8 pm..

AYI' THURSDAY
FRIDAY
13 Summer Jobs, CCS Confer j:14
Movies

.~

f"\'I

If''\'l

SATURDAY ~
15

A Wedding and Holiday

ence Room 1 2 pm.

V.A.V.A•. Day Trip To Phila.,

Richard Morse Mime Theatre,

The Third Purchase Campy

'The Arts and Liesure Section

Film Festival! 12:30 am.

7:30 am.
Financial Aid Applications

of the N.Y. Times.' 0 pm. tiiO/13

Due For 00-01.

Handel's MESSIAH, Theatre A

An Event For Gay Pride Week,

Ultimate Frisbee vs. Central

Cappuccino Lounge 9-12

Conn.(home), 9 am.

JIMMY BUFFET, The Palladium

N.Y. Pantomime_Theatre, 'Out of

249-8870

OurMimes',thru the 15th,at 3 & 0
Science and Mind Symposium
W'Chester Co. Center, 0 pm.

21

20

122
LIVINGSTON TAYLOR, My Father's I -National March

Cocteau's 'Beauty and the Be

and Rally

Place

ast' Carnegie Hall Cinema,
57 & 7 Ave.

GOTHAM, The Bottom Line

Play: Pirandello 3, Parson's
Aud.,O pm.,255-6543
THE DUELING BANJO MAN, DON
RENO & THE TENNESSEE CUT-UPS
Square Dancing! NYU Loeb Student

Center, 8 pm. 427-1488

~

28
The Lone I

_

.. . _

_lImm~

II

;

129

. - The Sound Of Music, Port
chester H.S., 0 pm.

..

JOE PERRY PROJECT, My Father's
Place

Ultimate Frisbee vs.N.J. Space
Gorillas

t
./

....

..

1/
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Last Chance For Alaska Wilds
several proposals, led by Interior ana 1906 Antiques Act to create seventeen can Institute of Architects. It is remal '
Insular Affairs Committee Chairman new national monuments covering 56 , kable that such a diversity of groups has
Its vast , spectacular wilderness is uni 
million Alaskan acres. He also directed joined together for a cooperative effort
Morris K. Udall and Alaska Lands Sub
que in all the world_ Its 586,400 square
committee Chairman John Seiberling. ,Secretary of the Interior Cecil Andrus and a single purpose . The Coalition is
miles span four time zones, contain half The most important consideration was to designate an additional 40 million 'currently supporting a stronger alterna
of the world's glaciers, three million H.R. 39, the " Udall Bill", which pro
acres as national wildlife refuges. How
tive to the committee bill. This one has
lakes, twenty-four active volcanoes, posed to designate 145 million acres as ever, the actions were only temporarily been introduced by senators Paul Tson
and fourteen of the tallest peaks in the wilderness, create fioe new national effective as emergency measures for a gas (D-Mass.) and William Roth (R
United States, including the highest parks and an equal number of national . period of three years, or until Congress Del.) . According to the Coalition, "the
mountain in North America , Mount mqnuments, and eleven new national could act ' to permanently decide to Tsongas-Roth Substitute is largely based
McKinley. Its borders represent more wildlife refuges.
issue . But their implication was clear; on the excellent House-passed bill, but
miles of coastline than all of the main
the pressure had shifted. The conserva it also incorporates nearly 50 comprom
. Udall's opposition was led by the Citi
land U.S. combined----over 33,000 zens for Management of Alaska Lands, tionists no longer had to defend their ise amendments... " which would " .. .ac
miles. Superimposed on a map of thE: an industry-based group which sought reasons: the Alaskan senators and the comodate most of the priority concerns
lower forty -eight, those boundaries to weaken the bill, cutting back on wil
development interests now had to expressed by the State of Alaska."
span the distance from California to derness and keeping the areas open to prove why the lands shouldn't be pre
The latest decision by the-senators
Florida, and from Canada to Mexico. , mining, logging, and developmment. served, and why they should be deve has been to delay the issue further by
Such is the awe-inspIrIng size of ; This they thought was necessary for the loped., '
keeping the bill from a vote until July of
Alaska, a land rich in wilderness, wild I~conoic well-being of the state . Accord
life , and primitive culture. Henry Gan Img to Audubon, the group felt the bill
nett, the Chief Geographer of the U.S. ,would lock-up tDe state's natural re
Geological Survey of 1899, once Com
sources, even though the state had
mented: "The scenery of Alaska is so been given 104 million acres in 1958 to
much grander than anything else of the develop as they saw fit , an amount
kind in the world that , once beheld, all unprecendented, both in acreage and
other scenery becomes flat and insipid." . by percentage of total land, in the Uni
ted States history of allocation of such
statehood dowries . And since the d-2
'Alaska, America's northern
~. , .,
~.~:,::
jewel, is about to be cut up like lands under consideration were feder
ally owned and property of all the
-:l:J . :'.. . . f i :.:
a gigantic gem_ ..'
nation's people, their argument for the
.:.:: ~::'
. :......
state's "right" to those -lands hardly
.'t is these very lands which for several seemed well-founded. Although they
years have been the subject of a heated manage9 to weaken the bill somewhat,
political battle in Congress between H .R. 39 was passed fairly intact by the
'conservationists and state develope House in May, 1978, by an overwhelm
ment inter~sts : And today the battle ing majority of 277-31, or a ratio of
continues, with its end continuously nearly 9-1.
being pushed further back out of sight.
Now the bill headed for the Senate
The history of the conflict goes back Energy and Natural Resources Com
to 1971, when the Alaska Native Claims mittee, where it was considerably wea
Settlement Act provided that one-fifth 'kened under pressure from Alaska
, of the state's public land (80 million Senator Mike Gravel , a non-committee
acres designated the d -2 or national member. Because of the threat of a filib
interest lands) be placed under a two- uster from Gravel, committee chair
year study, with the intention of creat ~ man Henry M. Jackson could not get
ing new national parks, national wildlife ' the bill to a vote. As the last days of
refuges , national wild and scenic rivers, Congress approached, an ad-hoc House
and national forests . Environmentalists Senate conference was organized by
were cautiously optimistic, noting that Jackson to resolve disagreements be
Inhal:1itants of Alaska's d-2 National Interest Lands:
this was the first and perhaps last tween House and Senate versions of
mountain goat, caribou, wolf, brown bear. Their fate
opportunity in our nation's history that the bill, and to meet Gravel's objec
continues
to hang precariously in the balance in the
we actually had the time to do a- proper , tions . Although reportedly 90% of the
United States Senate.
job of land planning. Wrote Robert Alaskan senator's demands were met,
Cahn in the July 1974 Audubon Maga he still refused to allow the passage of
zine: "Alaska, America's northern jewel, H.R. 39. When a bill calling for one-year
is about to be cutup like a gigantic protection of the lands in question , until
In May of 1979, the House again pas. , this year. Daniel Tandy, a national coor·
gem .. .If handled carefully and expertly, Congress could properly act, was intro
sed
a strong Alaska 'bill by a great major dinator for the Alaska Coalition, com
the cutting could bring out the land's duced on the Senate floor on the last
mented that the situation is unusual
ity. Once again the Senate committee
true grandeur. A slip of the cutter's day that Congress was in session,
because the Senate ordinarily sets
produced
its
own
version
of
the
bill
-but
implement, though, and the gem will Gravel effectively killed it with a
this time, it has been weakened even more. deadlines for the passage of a bill, and
lose forever its value and uniqueness." filibuster.
separate.
not a time period during which the bill
But the battle was by no means over.
For three years Congress did not act .
According to the Alaska Coalition, a instead cannot be brought up at all.
In 1977, however, the House of Repre On December 1, 1978, President Car Washington, D.C. based environmen
Because of this, Tandy felt the action
sentatives began to hold hearings on ter used the power given to him by the Ital group, the recent Senate committee
was probably the result" of continuing 
.....
bill is " ... flatly unacceptible" because delay tactics ftom the Alaskan sena
"several key areas did not recieve ade
tors.
'
quate protection." The bill deletes 37
In response to this delay,the White
million acres of wilderness, allows oil House has . again taken executive ac
exploration in critical habitat of the tion. On February iT;Secretary Andrus
nation's largest caribou herd in the Arc
designated an additional 37 million
tic National Wildlife Range, allows min
Reasonable Fees
acres as national wildlife refuges, and 3
ing in several national parks, and cuts in million acres as national resource
half
exisitng prote.c ted areas in ,unique areas, which are adjacent to four of
One Fee Awake Or Asleep
southeast Alaska, opening up Admi , President Carter's national monuments.
ralty Island and Misty Fjords National Although this action was taken under
Monument to the potential of an envir
the same power as the Dec'ember 1978
onmentally devastating logging tech
move (namely, power designated by the
nique known as clear-cutting.
Federal Land Policy and Mangement
The Alaska Coalition was formed in Act), it is viewed as more permanent
the summer of 1977 in direct response because it was taken as a non
to the Alaska situation. Originally con
emergency measure. Thus, protection
sisting of 12 national groups, the coali
is guaranteed these lands for at least
tion has since expanded to include over twenty years or, of course, until Con
50 organizations, from environmental gress finally acts.
Board Certified Gynecologists
groups such as the National Audubon
One might just ask the question,
Society, the Sierra Club, The Wilder· "Why are the conservationists going
NOT A CLINIC-PRIVATE SERVICE
ness Society, and Friends of the Earth,
through all the trouble? What is their
to labor unions such as the United Auto
rationale?" Indeed, why save Alaska's
Workers and the United Mine Workers,
wildlands? The questions are decepand miscellaneous others like the
Call(914) 997-7990 Mon-Sat 1-8pm
Continued onp. 10
Garden Club of America and the Ameri

by Jim Spiope
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ABORTION -

Free-Pregnancy 'Tests
Experienced-Qualified Counsellors.

Completely Confidential

"East Medical Group P.C.
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Purchase
Productions
Reviewed
by Feinel Kurten

What's New at the Neuberger?
by Susan Schonberg
As of February 3, 1980,several new '
exhibits have opened up at the Neu
berger Museum at SUNY Purchase..
Of special interest is an exhibition '
presented by student curator John R.
Sawyer entitled: Jvan Gris and Pierre
ReverdyjA Cubist Collaboration. It is
im exhibition of the illustrations created
by artist Juan Gris for Pierre Reverdy's
book of poetry, Au Soleil du Plufond.
Sawyer described the intentions of
the cubists in the January 22, 1980
press release issued by the Neuberger
Museum: " Humor, equivocal or
ambiguous expression, new modes of
. perception, or tendency toward
abstraction, these were the characteris
tics the cubists wove into the fabric of .
Modern Art. They were confronting
the emergence of an idea which in
Elizabeth Smith
science Was formulated by Einstein:
Sculptures by Claes Oldenburg ~ reality was no longer sihgular and lin
are part of the exciting new Hidden ear; it was plural, multi-directional, and
Desires exhibit which opened
simultaneous."
Sunday at the Neuberger.
. Mr. Sa,:,",yer selected the work.s ~'? be
mcluded mthe Neuberger exhIbItion,

I'm not sure if the title is Zelouf-In
Bed and Bored, or just In Bed and
Bored, and Susan Zelouf is simply tbe
star who rates top billing. She is, in any
case,the driving force behind this mar
velous cabaret, which was conceived, ,
directed, designed, performed and
(sort of) produced-under the auspices
of the ubiquitous Purchase Ensemble
Theatre-by students.
In our first view of her, Zelouf is not,
as you might expect, in bed with a
partner and bored-she is bored from
being in there all by herself, and can't
get off her satin sheets to face the harsh
world outside. "Pink, pink, pink!" she
laments at the self-indulgent luxury
which swathes her room. But, she pulls
herself together and departs to seek the
answer to life in Manhattan. That's
---------- - - - -
about as far as a coherent plot-line can · ----- - - -- -take us . Her adventures and amours over their 'tuxes-introduce Zelouf to ·
are then charted in a series of songs the excitement of New York. (Timothy
performed by Zelouf with William Biel did the costumes.) The actors sang
Scheffer, Luis Ramos, and pianist A. and moved well" clearly enjoyed what
Martin Smith .
they were doing, and continually threw
The looseness of form alows for their high energy out into the audience.
crazy stylistic shifts. I really don't know
In Edward Check's design'7 the audi
how we moved directly from Squeeze ence and stage areas in the Lab Theater
Me, an erotic number sung to a live boa were reversed. This permitted the
constrictor, to Weill's Alabama Song to audience to be seated at tables and pro
Jacques BreI's passionate, strange My vided several different playing levels.
Death. But I accepted it completely An Art Deco pattern at the rear of the
because of the professional smooth stage made of mylar strips gave a mock
ness of the performers and, especially, elegant effect. The whole thing was sim
because of Zelouf's magnetism. She ple and dynamic.
was in an ideal setting, playing in an
informal nightclub style in a small thea
Lunderstand that this room is being
tre to an audience filled with her friends. considered ,or is already destined, for
But that doesn't belittle the fact that she . transformation into a computer center.
is a performer of considerable talent There must be suitbleplaces on cam
and worth.
pus that are not now as usefully
It is a sign of the production's unity employed. Our large and impressive
that the contributions of the director, performing arts building doesn't meet
choreographer, and actors are difficult all our needs for theater spaceto seperate. Undoubtedly it is to Brian certainly not for student-directed pro
MacDevitt's credit as director that the ductions, which tend to be intimate and
show moved along with so much assu
inexpensive. The only other small
rance. The wit in Elissa Trachtenberg;s theater spaces we have are the film
choreography was espeqally evident in department's . sound stage and the
a song like Downtown, a parody of a dance theater lab. Both exist primarily
big production number in which Ramos for other uses than to house the perfor
and Scheffer-wearing denim jackets mance of plays. More productions are
-
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arranged the loans, translated Rever
dy's poems, and wrote the brochure
published by the museum.
Sawyer currently attends SUNY Pur
chase as a culture and society major
and presented this exhibit as his senior
project. Commented Sawyer: "It's a
unique experience for an under- '
graduate."
In addition are the exhibits, The
Spirit to Constructivism (including
works by Malevich, Mondrian, Riet- .
veld, and Doesburg); Out From Hiding
jLoans, Purchases, Gifts (including
works by Picasso, Leger, Graves, and
Cavallon); and finally, African lmages
jSymbols of Power (including over one
hundred objects with the focus on the
four main culture areas in western
Africa: Western Sudan, Nigeria/Came- .
roon Guinea Coa~t and Congo Basin).
The museum is open Tuesday from
11:00 A.M: to 8:00 P.M., Wednesday r
through Fnday from 11:00 A.M. to 5:00
P.M., and on Saturday and Sunday
from 1:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.

---

-

---------

-

-

to hear of marriage. The lovers concoct
now being done ou~side the theatre cur
a
plot whereby they gull Jourdain into
riculum than ever before, and this trend
allowing their betrothal, and once the
should be supported.
hoax is exposed, he is obligated to con
. Zelouf and her collaborators had the
front
his foolishness.
advantage of using material that by its
Even with the distances of time and
nature is accessible and fun . With con
social structure, not to mention taste in
ventional play-particularly when it is
comedy, all this affectation could go
set in another historical period-the
over
well with a college audience. But
problems are greater. Whatever the
almost none of the actors created a
approach, it has to make us believe that
reality with which we could identify.The
it is an authentic vision of authentic life.
fault
was a fault in the direction: Wit
This is what the senior acting com
cover did not lead his actors to an
pany's production of Moliere's The
~nderstanding of style, and they were
B9urgeois Gentleman failed to do.
mostly uncomfortable with the play. I
I don't mean that I want to be con
was often uncorr:tfortable watching
vinced that people "really" lived this
them, anyway. Terence McCarthy
played Jourdain as an eager simpleton,
way. The play is a satire, and the char
rather than as someone whose lack of
acters are deliberately exaggerated, But
self-awareness is humiliating and comic
their inanities must connect to the world
to watch. He remained a character on
as we know it if the satire is to have
stage, not a real person. Ken Wolf,
a sting. M. Jourdain, the "gentlem~n" of
Kevin Ryan, and Michael Kuhn, respec
the title is a rich boob who decides to
buy social status by acquiring the habits
tively as the music and dancing masters
of an aristocrat. He has neither taste
and as a sponging count, also (ailed to
nor sense, and the "masters" of philo
discover the reality of their charac
sophy, fencing, music, and dance
ters-even the acting reality of how to ,
whom he employs, are mercenary . play this sort of old-fashioned postur
quacks. Meanwhile, his innocuous
ing.
.
daughter is in love with an innocuous
What is equally crucial, the direction
young man, but since the young man is
had no s.ense of pace, an.d the comedy
not of noble birth, M. Jourdain refuses
kept falhng flat. The staIrs levels, and
windows of ·M. Angelyn Brown's set
Understandwen;rarelyputtoimaginativeuse. The
play s openmg was strangely slow; It
was not funny and it conveyed n9 infor
mation about the play, when it ~hould
have been doing both. Such directorial
Black History week, which was held:l
curiosities
affected the play through
from February 16 through the 22nd,
out, mangling the comedy and, some
.with the help of Sophia Outlaw and Tra
times, the sense. By the time we arrived
cey Windell.
at a dance consisting of pseudo-Turkish
mumbo-jumbo-the core of the lover's
Sharon Zackarie, while summing up
ruse - somewhere in the second ' act, I
the BSA, partial~ reiterated Jillian Har
was too exhausted to try to be amused.
rison: "Yes, I think this school meets
Some of the performances managed
the needs of the black students. It's the
to
keep ther integrity. Madeline Seide,
black students that don't meet each
who is consistently focused and crea-·
others' needs.. It seems to me, that the
tive in her roles, was very funny as Mlle.
black generation of the seventies has
Jourdain's
down-to-earth maid. · Peter
lost most of the pride that the founding
Fogel,
as
the
maid's lover, was-if-unac
fathers fought for in the fifties and six
countably
Jewish~also funny . He has a
ties." She went on to say that, "instead
talent for falling on his face. Warren
of talking about this person or that per
Keyes
was effectively brash as the fenc
son, why not give them a hand? When I
first arrived at the BSA, I expected cul- . ing master. Many of the actors, I have to
say, relied pretty heavily on shtick, or
ture, heritage, and a certain kind of
on
two or three qualities that they have
sharing. Alii got was nothing."
made
their own. The challenge of acting
But there are positive aspects to the
in
a
company
is that one is forced to
BSA. Its cultural reservoir. It's still a
explore
many
aspects
of one's person
place to meet and enjoy black social life.
ality
in
order
to
play
different
charac,
It is still a vital forum for black aware
ters in different relationships with the
ness; John Johnson of ABC news was a
same actors. For the audience, what is
featured speaker during the February
interesting is that each actor's versa til
lecture series sponsored by the BSA.
it\." or lack of it, is mercilessly displayed.
Mr. Johnson 's lecture described the
I
wish this company would explore
methods and successes of investigative
more
deeply.
reporting.

Share and
.

by Novelette A. Stewart
"Piloting the Black emergence on this represents. The BSA .is, first and fore
'campus is a demanding and always re
most, cultural. It's not only a disco. It's
evaluating job," professes Claudette the lecture series, it's black theater, it's
Jefferson, second term president of the the black poetry consortium." To put it
Black Student Association. The BSA is in the words of Claudette Jefferson,
an organization torn by an increase of "The Black Student Association is self
verbose opportunists, as well as by the explanatory. It's a place to share, to
stigma of apathy. This stigma has domi
learn about the black culture, and to
noed and consumed the BSA, diminish
bring about a somewhat better under
ing attendance of weekly meetings from standing of the black experience. To
forty to a meager ten. This attitude has acheive an end, one must have unity.:'
manifested itself and was most.recently
Altho~gh not directly affiliated with
expressed by an officer of the BSAwho the BSA, John Simmons has pro
exclaimed, "Well if no one else is doing . claimed himself the BSA spokesman.
anything, then why should I?" After ·Claudette Jefferson insists, "John Sim
uttering these words, he resigned. Ms. mons is not a member of the BSA and
Jefferson thought his assumption pre
he should not be represented as such.
mature. "What this officer failed to see However, he is of that small majority
was that only one event was happening that is speaking up as he sees this cam
at the time, and he was supposed to be · pus. I see' John Simmons' claim that
in charge of it."
'minority students have always had
Secretary of minutes, Jillian Harrison trouble getting on the student senate',
as a crutch. If one has the correct drive
tried summing up the problem by say
ing, "To have a strong BSA, what you and experience, then a seat on the
senate is always in reach ." Mr. Sim
need to fight on this campus is intra
racial prejudice. That's the first step on mons responded with, "This campus is
the road to unity." She elaborates, divided into thinkers and doers. I'm a
"You find you have one 'c1ique who doer, and a doer never quits." When
won't associate with another clique . interviewed, Mr. Simmons was organiz 
This is contrary to the ideals which BSA ing, with the authority of the BSA,
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New Manager of Servomation Bill Byrne
(right) asks for student input in an upcoming
interview with The LOAD. Byrne is shown
attempting to identify the material in
the metal bowl.

LOCAL PURCHASE ALUMNA
offers typing services. Reasonable rates. Exper
ience typing Purchase theses and field exams, as
well as resumes, applications, cover letters, book~
etc. Call now to reserve me for your upcoming
. thesis or field exam before time is tight and you
find yourself stuck for a typist!
CALL LAUREN AT 967-2586

tively simple, for the answers are com
plex and many. Certainly the lands
represent some of the most beautiful
and unique scenic areas in the world,
containing equally unique, complex
ec('·systems and many species of wild
life, sc.ne of which are found nowhere
else, at least in any substantial num
bers. The prospect of saving all of this
for the enjoyment of generations to
come is enough justification alone for
many people. But the reasons must go
deeper, and indeed they do. For what
the situation ultimately calls for is a
recognition of our own national values .
"Independence . Power. Endurance.
Sureness. Freedom." These and more
are expressed by the wilds of Alaska. In
an essay titled On Preseruing the Natu·
raJ Enuironment, author/ philosopher
Mark Sagoff points to the need for non
utilitarian (i.e. non-backpacking, -canoe
ing, -outdoor recreation) rationale -for
,the presentation of nature. The meta- .
phorical qualities we find expressed in
nature (freedom, etc.) are "often quali
ties which we literally may possess",
writes Sagoff. "Thus", he continues,
"there is a connection between the way
we describe' and therefore understand
and experience nature and the way we
describe, understand, and ' experience
ourselves.. .The real motivation of the
ecology movement is not to derive eco
nomic or recreational benefit from
nature so much as to respect it for what
it is and therefore to preserve it for its
own sake...The obligation to preserve
nature, then, is an obligation to our cui
, tutal tradition, to the values which· we . '
cherished and in terms of which nature
and this nation are still to be described."

So it is time to set our values in pers
pective . It is time we rediscover the
importance of freedom, strength, sure·
ness and independence, with the re
sponsible preservation of our wild
heritage in Alaska. Sagoff concludes: "If
with flexible constitutional structures at
hand we nonetheless forsake our national
paradigms, we will not only lose once·
cherished objects; we will sacrifice the

·... what the
situation ul
timately calls
for is a recog
nition of our own
national values.'
values these objects expres's. These qre
the values by which we describe our
national character and purpose; they
are the qualities which we associate
with our nation, a'ur environment, and
with the Constitution itself."
The reponsibility lies with 102 memo
bers of the United States Senate. Hope
fully, their actions will hold the strength
and responsibility 'needed to forever
protect the spectacular wilds of Alaska.
Author's Note: According to Daniel'
Tandy, it is now possible that the
Senate may not get to the bill this year
at all . The Alaska Coalition is urging
concerned citizens to call or write their
senators to express disappointment in
the unnecessary delay, and to urge sup
port of the strong Tsongas-RothSubsti·
tute bill and any strengthening amend
ments. "There is still room in the
Senate's schedule for consideration of
the Alaska bill before July," said Tandy.
Those who wish to know more should
call the Coalition's 24-hour hot line for
up;to-date information. The number is
(202) 54 7 ~ 5550 :

"ENJOY EVE,N INGS

OF DIVERSE
EN,T ERTAINMEN
Open

9 pm till
1:30am
WED. SAT.

-

Reservations preferred
but 'are not necessary.

Call: 253-5900 or 253-5543
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Bright New Lyricist Tops Them All
by Bert Fink

made him a hero to (j&~ lovers every
where, has written a one-man play con
Youth" (from The P,9ssionate Pilgrim),
cerning Victorian England's most un
sung by a country crooner, anp even
appreciated dramatist. (Gilbert, in fact, Shakespeare's epitaph set to a cheer
was the first playwright in British his
fully un-funeralistic '50s rock'n'roll so
tory to be knighted for his literary'mer
und. The show sounds tacky, but· it
its, and yet he has always taken a back isn't. It all works, and it all works spen
seat to Wing-Pinero, Shaw and Wilde, didly. And Mulcahy does accomplish
among others.) Wolfson's play adroitly his goal; Shakespeare is displayed here
captures the feisty, stuffy yet rebellious as a marvellous lyricist. We listen to the
spirit that was W.S. Gilbert; at the same Bard's verse, now set to music, and
time, his work is so concerned with marvel at the wit, the pathos, the siinple
dates, facts, figures and heretofore hid- beauty that comes across, forgetting '
den pieces of trivia, that only a G&S -for the moment that our lyricist 'is the
. fanatic (I being one of those) would find greatest playwright in the English . sion that is refreshing.
the play truly fascinating.
language.
Shakespeare's Cabaret is being pro
Presuming that his audience is more
High praise to the four men and three
duced by the Colonnades Theatre Lab,
or-less familiar with the Gilbert and Sul
women who perform in the show; each
a relatively new off-Broadway repertory
livan story, Wolfson ignores most of the and everyone is energetic and exuber
company housed in a cozy basement
better known moments in Gilbert's life, ant, with beautiful, beautiful voices.
across the street from the Public Thea
concentrating instead on the more obs
Mulcahy's bouncy score, running from
tre downtown. Supporting a new and
cure episodes ... while having his Gilbert Western to gospel to operatic in style, is
struggling company such as this is
(Lloyd Harris) perform some of the always Stephen Schwartz -light in tone.
always a nice thing to do; supporting it
more obscure Gilbertian songs and ' Michael LessC!c has directed the revue
by seeing Shakespeare's Cabaret is a
compositions. The script is fluid, enter
skillfully, giving it an air of casual preci
pleasure._
taining and, God knows,accurate a(this
has got to be the first musical in history
with footnotes.)
The G&S lover is in for a treat here;
thanks to Wolfson's diligent library
digging, Harris sings the original drafts by Ney FonsecaJr;
of The Mikado Song, The Pirate King's
It is difficult to
Song, and from such rarely performed .
cally, but without any seriousness. By
analyze Cruising, the new William . seeing the film, one has an idea that
(Exorcist) Friedkin's film, without think
homosexuals are a bunch of sex mani
ing about the demonstrations against
acs who spend 24 hours of their day in
'The show sounds
the film last summer. One can ob
dirty backrooms of dark bars having
viously say that the demonstrations in
s,ex wildly. In the whole film there is not
tacky, but it
the Village were bad forms of censor
one single moment where the reasons
isn't, It all works
ship, and I agree with that partially.
for the existence of this underworld are
and it all works
After seeing the film however, it
shown. Friedkin is much more inter
splendidly. '
becomes very difficult not to agree with
ested in exploiting the sensationalistic
the demonstrators. Cruising is a hor,
aspects of the story, using ordinary
rible and especially dangerous film.
techniques to frighten the audience,
of which he used more efficiently
-Some
non-Sullivan- works ot'Gilb~rt's asHis
Based on a novel b~ Gerald~alk~r,~
in The Excorsist, like the "devil's voice"
the screenpl~y was wntten b~ Fnedk1O,
Excellency, The Wicked World and
Fallen Fa' " s
who makes It as a double faIlure: as a . the murderer has every time he is
me .
d
d'
If . h
.
cruising.
Lloyd Rarris, who is 72 years young, screenwnter an a.s a Ir~ctor. 10 t e
Al Pacino has probably one or the
has an uncanny physical resemblance novel t~e author tned to gIve some psy
worst performances of his entire career.
to the dramatist, and his impersonation ~hologl~al cQ~er~nce to the ch~racters,
He looks like a humanoid walking in
of the Gilbert character is as accurate I~ th~ fIlm thIS IS not even tned: The
front of the camera as if it has nothing to
and detailed as the script. The only kIller IS seen as. a sort of urban devIl that
do with him. Like Richard Gere in
suddenly decld~s to start stabb10g
inconsistency with Harris' characteri
American Gigolo, Pacino is totally emo
zation is his singing voice; it is too good . homosexuals, wlt.hout any consl~ten!
tionless, saying his lines with a boring
being tone
reasons. The polIceman, theorelic~lly
While Gilbert professed
intonation that makes us wonder if it's
deaf ("I know only two tunes," he once the most compl.ex charact~r, looks lIke
the same Pacino from Dog Day After
'
"0
. 'G d S
th
a robot, behav10g always 10 the same
to ld S uIIIvan.
ne IS
0
ave e
'f h ' h '
d'
noon that we're looking at
'Th
oth
.
't")
H
's
's
f
matter
I
e
s
ang1Ogaroun
10
way,
no
Queen.
e
er Isn . , am I ar
h W
VII
k I
. h h'
The rest of the cast doesn't help very
from it. His rich and becoming baritone
t . ~f . e~ I age or rna 109 ove WIt IS
much
either. But bad performances in
quickly filled every niche of the Cherry glr~Ien "
h
h fl h
this films are very understandabl~. With
Lane Theatre as soon as one note was
e can t eve.n say t ~t.t elm as a
those ridiculous lines, not even. Law
sung. If you are as picky as I am over
plot, as ~he fra?lle stor¥ IS 1Otrod~ced to
rence Olivier would survive.

such tiny liberties with the Gilbert char
the audlenc~ 10 the ~1~St ten m1Oute~.
acter, then John Wolfson's An Euening Somebody IS co~n:lt1Og murders 10
Manhattan.
'th W .S. GI'Ib er t .IS for you.
Despite the mediocrity of the whole
WI
I . h The vlcttms
. h .areI all
h homo.
sexua s WIt certam p YSlCa c aracter
film, we can emphasize at least two
Shakespeare's Cabaret, meanwhile, istics in common. The officer in charge
aspects: the photography, very well
is for everybody. Lance Mulcahy, a of the case then, decides to use one of
done, especially in the sequences in the
his policemen ift an undercover mis
young composer with only one Broad
park at night; and Jack Nitzche's
way score to his credit (the short-lived sion: he'll have to act and dress· as one
music, efficient when tries to change
Park in 1970), has hit the jackpot with of the victims, and try to attract the
the atmosphere of a hot disco into a
his latest work. Desiring to "celebrate killer. What happens, however, is that
sinister murder in a dark backroom.
Shakespeare as Iyricis", Mulcahy and the cop has' as many dubious feelings
Cruising is an exploltative commer
director Michael Lessac have produced toward homosexuality as the killer him
cial film, with a terrible screenplay, and
a full evening of song with this goal in self, which creates a sinister similarity
with a director who seems to believe
mind. In a Jacques Brei is Aliue anq between the two characters.
that homosexuals are the reason for the
Well ... type~setting, seven talented per
All this psychological inform'ation is
depressive and violent world of Manhat
formers sing Mulcahy melodies that given primarily in the book, as the film
tan. First he showed the depression in
have been set directly to snatches of doesn't seem very interested in describ
Boys in the Band, and now the violence
Shakesperean verse and prose, culled ing more deeply the characters. Cruis
in Cruising.
Gilbert should carry a warning: "For from various poems and plays of the ing never tries to show any kind of
Of course I don't recommend the
Gilbert and Sullivan nuts only". Wolf
Bard.
coherence in the ' characters' behav
film, unless you're really in the mood for
son a G&S historian whose invaluable
Thus we have All that Glitters (from iour. It never tries to let the audience
blood and sensationalism. I don't re
research on the final Savoy operasUto
The Merchant of Venice), sung a la the know why both the killer and the cop
commend it '€ specially for people very
pia Limited and The Grand Duke,has Andrews Sisters, Crabbed Age and repress their homosexual feelings. Every
sensitive to violence. The first murder,
.. . ."
. .. .. . , .
'. ..'
r.
'..
! single scene in the film is a mere excuse
for example, is one of the most brutal
SPlTTIN'.I~ACf;bK,
.
for
a
show
of
violence,
sex
and
blood.
scenes I've ever seen in a movie.
"
t
- =-rt
•
.
The best way to define Cruising
'-SPlTfIN'·IM.AGE,inf;. _.}I.EP()RT$~
The sequences 10 t.he leather bars,
then, is as Vincent Canby said in The
for example, are semI-porno, WIth an
lllta.5lZl.TO NEWSPAl'llrSlZlaa:.SlDlDCOPIE5
f(;EI!IiMNt·~X.c:OfiIES.~_·
.
amount of S~M scenes. th~t is very , New York Times, to call it the first
homosexual horror film ever made.
rarely found 10 c?mmercJal ~llms. ~h~
1721.:",YOH . POST.D~MA'''''8tiM",_.;69I-029&
~
,
.
. •
. , - < . "
• •
.
gay leather world IS shown qUIte realIstJ
And a horrible horror .

Abraham Lincoln is busy starring in a
one-man show on Broadway, and WS.
Gilbert (of Gilbert and Sullivan) is busy
telling and singing his life story at the
Cherry Lane Theatre off-Broadway.
The highlight of the last few weeks,
however is a charming and cheerful lit
tie revue with music by Lance Mulcahy
and lyrics by a relative newcomer, Wil
liam Shakespeare. But first, the others:
Abraham Lincoln was a truly com
plex human being, a deeply fatalistic
man with desires for change, a humble
man with a noble mission, a peace
monger caught at the center of the
bloodiest war in our nation's history. In
short, Abraham Lincoln is such stuff as
hit plays are made of. And yet, Herbert
Mitgang has preceeded to disprove this
theory with his new play, Mister Lin
coln.Mitgang's play does very little jus
tice to either the man or the spirit that
was Abraham Lincoln. Instead, his play
gives us the very confined and superfi
cial portrait of a dry, tabacker-chewin'
country lawyer.
Mitgang launches his play on a very
slim premise: Roy Dotrice, as Lincoln,
'stares moodily out into the audience,
recounting (with just a bit of dramatic
license) his assassination at Ford's
Theatre. "As the bullet found its way
into my brain," remembers Abe ,"My
entire life flashed before my eyes." And
then, as Dotrice comes to life as a 30
year old New Salem lawyer, the presi
dent's life --according to Mitgang-
flashes before our eyes as well.
A Lincoln historian and biographer,
Mitgang has little trouble depicting the
subtler shades of the Lincoln character,
has little difficulty in sharing many of
Lincoln's lesser-known traits and phil
1>sophies with us. but with the larger
'issues, the milestones in both the histo
ries of Abraham Lincoln and the United
States,Mitgang becomes vague, super
ficial and careless. He hardly mentions
the Lincoln-Douglas debates, he glos
ses over the Emancipation Proclama
tion, and his treatmentof Lincoln's
dramatic ascent to the White House is
very un-dramatic.
While actor Roy Dotrice is shorter
and stockeir than Lincoln, he is never
theless an excellent choice for the role,
adding a degree of realism through his
performance that is sorely lacking in
Mitgang's script. A British actor, born
on the French-inhabitied Channel Is
lands, Dotrice betrayed no evidence of
his native accent; his Lincoln was as
IIlinoisian as Richard Daley. Running
the gamut from pathos to raucous
laughter, Dotrice was a three-dimen
sional historical legend. He delivered
the infamous Lincoln anecdotes, ("That
reminds me of a story... " Abe begins
again and again) as well as the famous
Lincoln speeches. His rendition of the
Gettysburg Address, spoken tenderly
as tears fell freely down his cheeks, was
as moving as the words themselves.
Roy Dotrice gives a rare peformance,
but Mister Lincoln is a weak and unsa
tisfying play; to paraphrase Honest
Abe, a plav diuided ... cannot stand.
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'Cruising' for a Bruising
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GINNY!
Happy belated twentieth birth·
day. Maybe next year we'll give
you a cheesecake. Till then keep
smiling.

The Forum On the Current
Crisis presents Don Luce
Crisis presents Don Lucean
ABC correspondent on Asian Affairs
whose topic will be "Cambodia:
The Current Crisis." The lecture
will be held in the Humanities audi
torium on Monday, March 17 at 8 pm

(your<.

You Have
Card?
If not you're missing out on a lot
of great discounts. Your D.A.C.
card gets you discounts in many
of the stores in White .Plains.
From pizza to xerox copies you
get a discount. Never has being
involved been so economical!
Ask your DAC Rep.

The PURCHASE ENSEMBLE
THEATRE presents five Pur·
chase alumni in their production of
.AN ELABORA TE MEAL, a cont·
emporary collection of conversations.

Everybody get ready .. .It's coming ...
MARCH 17th
(And you thought it was only St.
Patricks Day!). It's the social event
ofthe season...The birthday of that
man about town ... that sweet, ador.
able double stuffed guy that we all
know and respect.. .Hey guy, you
know who you are.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY.

Don't forget the Third Pur
dIase Campy Film Festival!
Even more offensive than before!
This Friday and Saturday night
from midnight to who knows
when. Woooeeee.

Listen Shweetheart.. ..
Anyone interested in playing a Humph·
rey Bogart type character in the up·
coming video production ofCoso bric a
(from the same people who brought you
Chadwick s Airheads) please contact .
Stefan Petrucha at x6906.

The company includes Lisa Alto·
mare, Gabrielle Ford, Christopher
Blaise Gorman, Kevin Hortens, and
Shawn Judge. Performances will be
given in the Lab Theatre on Friday
March 21 at llpm., and Saturday
March 22 at 7 and 11 pm. The same
production will be presented in New
York the following weekend at the
18th Street Playhouse'. Suggested
donation is one dollar.

CO-OP HOURS
Mon 10:30~2:30 5-7
Tues
10-2
Wed
11-1
Thurs
9-2
Fri
11-1

Jeremy·
I still loue you. It's O.K.
·xxcc
To MY

" AT THE FOLLOWSPOT...
March 14 and 15
ROBERT DONLEY
"How To Be An Ancestor,
and several other things."
March 19
SUNY Talent At Its Best
Singer JULIE EIGENBERGER
March 20
By Popular Demand!
PHIL MILLER and his 17 piece
QUINTESSENTIAL COPA·
CETIC JAZZ BAND
March 2 "1 and 22
Hilarious Comic Impressionist
BOBBY WOODS
March 26 and 27
BOB FISHMAN
Jazz and Good 'Vibes'

Poetry, short fiction and essay sub.
missions are now being accepted for
consideration for a new women 's pub.
Iication. Send a stamped, self addressed
envelope to: Westchester Women's Re.
source N etwork, P.o. BOX 535, Main
Station, White Plains, N. Y. I0601

The BACK PAGE is for you. We
would be overjoyed to print your
personal greetings, messages, in·
suIts and the like. All you have to
do is drop it off in the appropriate
envelope on our office door(CCS
0028), or in our mailbox i the info
booth. See, the LOAD can help
you communicate, advertise or
just show off. You're welcome.

FAVORITE REDI/~AO)
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LOAD PUBLICATION DATES ,
March 26
April 16
April 30
May 7
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